In this talk we present early decline and nebular spectra of the recurrent novae YY Dor and nova LMC 2009. These and a few other recurrent novae of the same type, share similar spectral characteristics and evolution. We will critically discuss those common features suggesting same white dwarf progenitor and post outburst phases for all of them. The two novae show very rapid declines (YY Dor t 2 and t 3 are ∼4 and 10 days, respectively; while for nova LMC 2009 they are of the order of ∼5 and 11 days, again, respectively) and broad emission lines in their maximum spectra (FWHM and FWZI of the order of ∼7000 and 10000 km/s for YY Dor and ∼5000 and 6800 km/s for nova LMC 2009, respectively). Both these characteristics and their repeated outbursts suggest that they belong to the class of U Sco type RNe (e.g. see Warner 1995, for an introduction about RNe classes). Indeed, their early decline spectra are remarkably similar to those of U Sco at similar phases, showing broad emission lines from He i, N˙ii and iii in addition to the Balmer lines (Fig. 1) .
Two "new" recurrent novae in the LMC
, see also Bond et al. 2004 ). Nova LMC 2009 was discovered in outburst by Liller (2009) who also suggested its recurrent nova nature due to the close match of its coordinate with those of nova LMC 1971.
The two novae show very rapid declines (YY Dor t 2 and t 3 are ∼4 and 10 days, respectively; while for nova LMC 2009 they are of the order of ∼5 and 11 days, again, respectively) and broad emission lines in their maximum spectra (FWHM and FWZI of the order of ∼7000 and 10000 km/s for YY Dor and ∼5000 and 6800 km/s for nova LMC 2009, respectively) . Both these characteristics and their repeated outbursts suggest that they belong to the class of U Sco type RNe (e.g. see Warner 1995 , for an introduction about RNe classes). Indeed, their early decline spectra are remarkably similar to those of U Sco at similar phases, showing broad emission lines from He i, N˙ii and iii in addition to the Balmer lines (Fig. 1) .
Here we present a few spectra of the two LMC novae and suggest that the U Sco type RNe represent a very homogeneous class of objects. (Fig. 2) . Mason (2011) Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the emission line profiles for the two LMC RNe. YY Dor line profiles are characterized by a double peaked narrow component of FWHM∼700 km/s (decreasing with time), already in the maximum spectrum. Nova LMC 2009 spectra developed a relatively narrow component (FWHM∼1100-1200 km/s), with time. As U Sco developed, too, a narrow component a few days after outburst, it is interesting to compare these narrow emissions and check whether they could have a same origin. Diaz et al. 2010 ); nor He iiλ4686 broad emission was ever observed during U Sco decline. In addition, this narrow component appeared at about the same time the super soft source (SSS) phase started and displayed a radial velocity motion. Mason et al. (2012) interpreted U Sco narrow emission component and that of the He ii line in particular, as a signature of the restoring accretion from the secondary star. This interpretation is further supported by Thoroughgood et al. (2001) time resolved spectroscopy obtained 49 days after the 1999 outburst. Thoroughgood et al. (2001) clearly showed that the narrow He ii emission forms an accretion disk and mirrors the WD orbital motion.
The nebular spectra

The line profiles
We lack same quality time coverage and multi-band spectroscopic observations for the two LMC RNe, however, we can notice a few similarities. In particular, nova LMC 2009 spectra display the narrow emission component only in the H and He lines. The forbidden transitions and, in particular, the [Ne v] show broad emission lines whose profile is identical to the broad component of the permitted transitions; however, they lack any narrow emission component. In addition, according to Schwarz et al. (2011) the RN enters its SSS phase between day 40 and 80 (though initially with low SNR), which is when we observe the appearance of the narrow component in our spectra.
The case of YY Dor is even more uncertain and possibly different. First, there are no X-ray observations or monitoring in the literature. Second, we observed the narrow emission component already in our first spectrum (day 5), in the H Balmer and O i lines, λ7774 and λ8446 (but not in the He ii which appeared only at day 16). The detection of the narrow emission in the O i lines suggests that it originates in the ejecta, as only the ejecta structure and abundances can account for the detection of the low optical depth O i emission lines against the larger optical depth continuum. Third, YY Dor narrow emission component does not display any significant radial velocity motion. Munari et al. (2011) and Shore et al. (2013) could reproduce narrow emission components superposed to broad emission line profiles by assuming bipolar ejecta and/or bipolar+equatorial disk ejecta.
The U Sco type recurrent novae
In Table 1 we list all the known RNe of the U Sco type (plus a couple of candidates such), together with their outburst year and a number of observational characteristics RNe YY Dor & LMC 2009 5 which allow us to directly compare them with U Sco, the prototype system. In particular, we report in column 3 and 4 the epoch (in days after maximum) of the first observed nebular spectrum and the last spectroscopic observation, respectively. For those objects which have an observed nebular spectrum we also report in column 5 their [Ne/O] relative abundance. The question mark in that same column simply means that the [Ne/O] relative abundance could not be calculated due to the lack of observed nebular spectra or of adequate spectral coverage. Hence, with the exception of the U Sco and the two LMC RNe discussed herein the other RNe of the U Sco class have not been followed into their nebular phase. The fact that three out of three U Sco type RNe for which nebular spectra exists show strong Ne emission lines with [Ne/O]>0, suggest that this characteristics is possibly common to all U Sco type RNe, i.e. all of them host a ONe WD primary. It will be important to follow up all their future outbursts well into the nebular phase to definitely prove the homogeneity of this class of RNe and rule it out (or not) from that of candidate SN-Ia progenitors.
A quick inspection of the U Sco type RNe reveal that all of those with published spectra are characterized by the appearance of a narrow emission component with the He ii emission line quickly overtaking, in strength, the Hβ one. Therefore, we list in Table 1 also the epoch of the appearance of the narrow emission component (H or any line, column 5), the appearance of the He ii narrow emission component (column 6) and the start of the SSS phase (column 7). The colons indicates that the number and/or the detection are uncertain either because the spectrum is not available or because its resolution is too low. The dash, instead, indicates that the observation is missing. Despite the data are sparse and highly inhomogeneous, it seems that there is a communality of line profiles and, possibly, a connection between the appearance of the He ii narrow emission at 4686 Å and the start of the SSS phase. While the SSS phase simply means that the burning envelope of the WD has become visible and the high energy photons can escape and cross the whole ejecta, the fact that the He ii emission is always significantly narrow argues against its formation within the ejecta gas. In addition, should it form in the reforming accretion system within the primary Roche lobe, then the binary system is restoring accretion early during the outburst decline, with possible interesting implications on the ejection process (e.g. no or very short wind phase). It will be important to adequately monitor future outbursts of the U Sco type RNe (as well as that of any CN displaying a narrow emission component) with coordinated optical and X-ray observations as well as time resolved optical spectroscopy thus to confirm the mentioned correlation and determine whether the narrow emission component shows any orbital/periodic radial velocity suggesting it arises from the restoring accretion and/or the reforming disk.
Summary & conclusion
From the analysis of the nebular spectra of the two LMC novae, YY Dor and nova LMC 2009, we suggest that they both host an ONe WD similarly to U Sco. By observing their line profiles and those of same class RNe in the literature, we speculate that it could be possible that most of the systems are explained similarly to U Sco and that they recover accretion early during the outburst decline phase. In order to confirm these conclusions it is necessary to gather more well targeted observations and in particular 1) cover the nebular phase of U Sco type and all RNe, through UV and/or optical spectroscopic observations; 2) arrange coordinated observations in the X-band and optical spectroscopy (preferably mid to high resolution); 3) perform time resolved spectroscopy at designated decline phase.
